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ABSTRACT 
In this report an attempt has been made to obtain the 
bending natural frequencies of a circular plate, with a 
central circular hole, hinged at the outer edge and free or 
hinged at the inner edge. Frequency determinants for the 
above said boundary conditions are derived. By solving the 
frequency determinant, any normal mode frequency correspond-
ing to •n• nodal diameters and •sn nodal circles can be ob-
tained. The frequency determinant, for various values of 
inner to outer radius ratio, 1s solved for the above said 
boundary conditions obtaining the eigenvalues corresponding 
to the-ea-se- of no nodal circle, zero and one nodal diameter. 
llatural frequency vso inner to outer radius ratio plots were 
obtained for the above said boundary conditions, for the 
case of a plate vibrating with no node circle and zero or 
one nodal diameter. By using these charts bending natural 
frequencies of an annular plate could be obtained for the 
abo.ve said boundary conditions and normal modes • 
• 
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INTRODUCTION 
Vibration of plates and membranes has not only drawn the 
attention of structural engineers but also the attention of 
mathematicians-, physicists and communication engineers. The 
problem of the tightly stretched membrane having uniform 
surface density has been investigated by many authors. The 
membranes having boundaries of elliptical, triangular and 
other shapes have been investigated by Lord Rayleigh [5]. 
Vibration of circular membrane with a central circular hole 
(fixed on both inner and outer boundaries) has very much 1m-
por-tanee 1n telephone receivers design. This has been 
solved by McLachlan [lJ]. 
Problem of vibration of rectangular plates for free and 
clamped conditions has been solved by Rayleigh-Bitz method 
by Young [19]. Flexural vibration of the square plate with 
a central circular hole has been worked out by Kumai [24]. 
Frequency of plates with different diameter of holes meas-
ured up to second mode of vibrations has been worked out by 
him by the method of Chladnis figures. His experimental ob-
servation was in good agreement with his analytical solution. 
Solution of Rectangular clamped plate with lateral load was 
solved by Pickett [12] by generalized energy method. 
.. 
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The problem of vibration of circular plate has been 
m 
solved by Kirchoff and he has calculated the frequencies of 
several modes of vibration for a plate exactly. Vibration of 
circular plate carrying concentrated mass has been investigated 
by Roberson [20 and 21]. Problem of Vibration of Circular 
ring has been investigated by many authors. Calculation of 
natural frequencies becomes very complicated. This is very 
important in the investigation of frames of electrical 
machinery. 
Regarding the frequency of vibration of annular plates 
some general conclusions which are drawn are worth mention-
ing1 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Period of vibration of any natural mode varies with 
the square of linear dimensions provided the thick-
ness remains sameo 
If all the dimensions of a plate including the 
th1ckness 9 be increased in the same proportion, 
the period increases with linear d1mensionse 
Period varies as the square root of the density 
of the materialo 
Frequency varies as the square root of the modulus 
of elasticity of the materialo 
In a circular plate, the deflection will be zero over the 
. \ 
circumferences of different circles for all values of time. 
These circles that have no motion are called nodal circles. 
The deflection becomes zero along "n• different diameters 
of the disc. These are called nodal diameters. 
In the present case, the problem of bending v1brat1ons 
of an annular plate has been investigated. Two Boundary' 
conditions are considered; viz., Simply Supported at the 
outer edge and free or Simply Supported at the inner edge. 
--. ""·"-- -
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Prequenoy determinants for both boundary conditions are ob-
tained. By solving the frequency determinant, any normal 
mode frequency corresponding to •nro nodal diameters and •s• 
noda1 circles can be obtained. The frequency determinant, 
for various values of inner to outer radius ratiot is solved 
for the above said boundary conditions obtaining the 
eigenvalues corresponding to the case of no nodal circle, 
zero and one nodal diameter. 
The basic assumptions are that the plate is of uni-
form thickness and is made of homogenous, elastic and 
isotropic material. Effects of shear and rotary inertia 
are neglected. The deflections are assumed to be small in 
comparison with the thickness of the plate. Stresses due 
to the stretching of the middle plane of the plate are 
neglected. Vibration due to bending deformation only 1s 
considered. 
. .. .,. . 
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NO'l'ATIOR 
D Flexural Rigidity of the Plate .. 
E Modulus of Elasticity 
p Circular Frequency of Vibration (rad1ana/seo.) 
g Local Acceleration of Gravity 
h Thickness of the Plate 
Jn(x) Bessel Function of Pirst Kind 
Jn(ix) Bessel Punction of First Kind (Modified) 
Yn(x) Bessel Function of Second Kind 
~l)(ix) Hankel Function of First Kind 
y Weight Density 
p Mass Density 
C 
a 
w 
t 
Frequency Parameter 
Inner Radius of the Plate 
Outer Radius of the Plate 
Deflection 
Time Variable 
I ' ' 
r,1 Polar Coordinates 
.. 6 - 1-,_ I 
DIPPEBENTIAL EQUATION 
The differential equation for the tranverse vibration ot 
a circular plate ls given by [JJ (see Figure 1 for Notation)s 
(1) 
V 2 = (02 + !. a + 1 #- ) a r2 r a r r2" ae 2 
The expressions for Moments and Shears 1n terms of W are [)]1 
(2a) 
18 = -o [! aw + 1 a2w + \) a2w] (2b) r dr r'Z ae2 ar2 
lllr = (1 -v)D(l ~W - 1 ~) (2o) 
e r Qr a e ~ ·oe 
Q = -D o co2w + 1 ow + 1 o2w, c24 > r Qr a r2 r dr rZ o e2 
0
_ = -D ! o (o2w + ! ow + 1 o2w) c2e) 
, r aJ a r2 r cir rZ o e 2 
V (Q 1 a M > D [a (a2w + 1 il + 1 a2w) 
r = r - 'r al re = - a'r O r2 i= Or rZ ii 82 
+ 1-v a2 (aw __ wr>] c2r) r2 de2 ar 
Let 
W(r,e,t) = w(r,e) cos (pt+ 61) 
.. _ . _ _:_,.,, .. ,...__ ..... .,...._._ 
--·-__._tl,,..,..c.___ ,-•-.a ____ .,"• • ---
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By substituting the above equation in (1) we obtains 
:· .. ; ~ --
therefore 
v 2 v2w(r, 8) -K4w(r,8) = o ()) 
where 
(4) 
Suppose U1 is any function of r and 8 satisfying the equation 
(5) 
then 
Therefore 
is a solution or ( J). 
Likewise, 1f U2 is any solution of 
(6) 
then 
Consequently 
la a solution of ( )) • 
I 
.- • ,1._~.t1 __ ;ii - i 
• •,• • • f,< 
• .-e ·-· L .ll!lt. s"'-'""L. •t•..;w;+:s:•~· •• , . _,!~~~,.,--··-··· ~ 
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The ooaplete solution ot ()) is 
I 
U1 and U2 being the complete solutions of (5) and (6). Thus, 
any solution of 
o2w + 1 Olf + 1 a2w = !K2w 
ar2 Z: dr rZ 012 
is a solution of (J). 
Let 
By substituting the equation (8) 1n (7) we obtains 
BJ rewriting, equation (9) reduces to1 
Equation (10) can be rearranged as1 
where n2 is a separation cona-cant. 
Therefore 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(lla) 
(llb) 
---~ 
- .,,i..-"' 
,, ...... n-4.L q Ell ~.--0 r~4c~1_1s~,-,~~~-~-,,......,..._., __ ..:...,. ____ _ 
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Equations (lla) and llb) can be written .ass 
~!;1 + 1 dW]. + (IC2 - n2)w1 = 0 r dr ~ 
d2wi.. 
+ 1 dw1 .... (g2 + n2)w1 - 0 dr2 -r dr ·· ~ 
d2•2 2 dl2 + n •2 = 0 
(12a) 
(12b) 
(12c) 
Linear combinations of solutions to equations (12a), (12b) 
and (12c) give the solution to equation (J) for any normal 
mode. Equation (12a) is the equation for Bessel functions 
of order •n•. Therefore the solution for (12a) isa 
r•,. - . , 
Equation (12b) is the equation for Modified Bessel runct1ona 
of order •n•. Therefore the solution for (12b) isl 
Solution for equation (12c) 1ss 
since 
W(r,e,t) = w(r,e) cos (pt+ 61) 
Hence the solution of equation (1) for any normal mode 1a 
given bys 
W c cos (pt+ 61) cos (ne + 62) [A1Jn(Kr) + A2Jn(1Kr) + AJYn(Kr) 
+ AJJ.Yn ( 1ICr >] 
.. 
- 10 -
Replacing Yn(1Kr) by Ht1>(1Kr), which are more extensively 
tabulated, and K by ! , where·,! is a,constant we'obtain: 
W • cos (pt + 61) COB (ne + 62) [A1Jn(!£> + A2Jn<1!,t> 
+ A3Yn(!£> + A4H~l)c1!rU (1)) 
Since the above solution is for any normal mode with •n• 
nodal diameters and •s• nodal circles, the general solu-
tion for equation (1) ls given bys 
(14) 
Let 
... 11 .. • 
., . 
GENERAL EXPRESSIONS FOR MOMENT, SHEAR AND DEFLECTION 
AT INNER AND OUTER EDGES FOR ANY NORMAL MODE 
By d1tferent1at1ng (15) and using equations (17a) and (l?b)1 
:) = Ai cos (pt + 61) cos (n e + 62) [~n(~) 
Rote 
- ! Jn+1c!!:,J (16) a a 
(17a) 
(17b) 
Differentiating (16) with respect to •r•1 
[- ~ JnC.if.) + n LrJ cJ£11 r 2 a r Or L n a ·j 
- ! ~ [Jn+1 <~O] 
- n Jn(!!:) + ~ a 
-~ [- f ;1Jn+l <!£ )+ Jn(!£>] 
a 
1 
I 
! 
I 
I 
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= Ai cos(pt + 61 ) cos(n e + 62) n(n=l) J (it) + ! ! Jn+i<!!:) rz n a r a a 
Differentiating (15) twice with respect to •e•s 
\ 
a
2
w [ J 2 ~ = - A1 cos(pt + 61) cos(n9 + 62) Jn(~) n 
( 18) 
(19) 
Using equations (16), (18) and (19) let us evaluate the fol-
lowing expressions 
-D o2;J + (1 owJ 1 o2i,lw ) v- +~-...,,. or r or r, dt1 (20) 
Equation (20) can be written ass 
_ n(n-1) J (!!:) _ !. ! J (!!:) + p2 J (!!:) 
r2 n a r a n + 1 a aZ n a 
_ n(n-1) J (!£) + n(n-1)~ J (!!:) 
r2 n a r2 n a 
(21) 
But from (2a) we know that 
( 22) 
B7 using equation (21) and by inspection let us evaluate (22)1 
llr = D cos(pt + 61)oos(n8 + 62) A1 [- n(~zl) Jn(!,£) 
+ n(n-1) v J (!!:) + 82 J (1£) - (1 - v) L Jn+i<!!:)1 r2 n a a2' n a ar a ~ 
+ A2 [- n(n-1) J (i@r) + n(n-1iv J (1@r) _ 92 J (~@!") r2 n a r2 n a ;z n a 
- lj -
.. (1 - v) !!air ·Jn+l ( 1a@r)l + A) [- n(n-1) y (!!:) + n~n-l);v YnCl!:) J r2 n a r2 a 
+ 1
2 
YnCll:) - (1-v) !_ Yn+i<!!:>J + A4 [- n(n-1) aAl)(i@r) aZ a ar a rZ a 
+ n(n-l)v aCl)(i@r) _ 82 a(l)(i@r) _ (1 -v) .!! H(l)(1!~)1 (2)) 
r2 n a ;z n a ar --n+l a J 
(Rr>r=a = ~ D coa(pt + 61)cos(ne + 62) [A1p2Jn<•> 
- A1(l-v) {n(n-l)Jn<•> + 8 Jn+ 1<1>} ]+ A2(-82JnC1•) 
- (1-v) {n(n-l)Jn(1P) + 1JJn+1C1J)}] + AJ(J2Yn(8) 
- (1-v) {n(n-l)YnCJ) + JYn+i<•>} J A4[-P2H~1 )(18) 
(24) 
Let 
11( v,n,8) c 82Jn(8) - (1-v) {n<n-l)Jn(I) + 8Jn+1C1)J (2Sa) 
P2(v,n,8) = 82Yn(8) - (1-v) {n(n-l)Yn(P) + 8Yn+10l>} (2Sb) 
PJ(v,n,18) = -•211A1>c11) - (1-v) {n<n-l)HA1 >c1,>J 
+ 1,a1;lc11) (2Sc) 
By substituting (25a), (25b) and (25c) in (24), we obtains 
·, 
(Mr>r=a = D coa(pt + 61)coa(n8 + •2> [A1P1(v 1 n,J) + A2P1 (v1 n 1 11S) 
a2 
+ AJP2( ",n,J) + A4P.:,( \l,n,1P)] (26) 
.. _ ·' •·; 
- .-- -,,'-'- ·',·---. ~-
,.1 
,--
. --- _, -~---,.....,___....-
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is obtained by putting r = c 
1n (2J)a 
(Mr>r=c = D cos(pt + 61)cos(n8 + 62) [- n(:z12 Jn(f2,) 
+ n(n-lJv Jn(!.2.) - (1-v) .1- Jn+1(.i£) +.i. Jn(.ka >] Ai 
c2 a ac a a2 
+ A2 [ J + A3 [ J + A4 [ ] 
= A1 1202 Jn(!.2.) - (1-v) rn(n-l)Jn(!.2.) + !2. Jn+1Ci2.)l 
3 2 a ~ a a a J. 
+ A2 - !~c
2 Jn(1!C) - (1-v) [n<n-l)Jn(i!c> 
+ !@0 Jn+1(lli)] 
a a 
~ cos(pt + 61)cos(n 8 + 62) (27) 
C 
Using (25a), (25b) and (25c), equation (27) can be rewritten as• 
(28) 
Prom (2f) the expression for shear 1sa 
(29) 
.. 15 -
from equations (15) and (16)1 
W3 = cos(pt + 61)cos(ne + 62) A1Jn(I!) 
a 
~ = Ai cos(pt + 61)cos(n8 + 62) !L Jn(!.!:) ~ !.£ a 
- Jn+l (!.£) ! 
a a 
Therefore 
a 
(-i?oW - w~) • 6 ) [n 1 ar --"'- = A1 cos(pt + •1)oos(ne + 2 - J (c.:.) ~ r r n a 
- ! Jn+1C!.£)l ()0) a a J 
Let us evaluate the following expressions 
ci- ~ c?- < cwJ - !l, 
r2 a 92 or r 
Differentiating (JO) twice with respect to •e• and thus 
evaluate (Jl)s 
= -A1n2 (!2V)cos(pt + 61)cos(n8 + 62) [n;l Jn(!,!) 
(Jl) 
- ! Jn+l (!.£>] ( )2) a a 
Using equations (16), (18) and (19) let us evaluate the 
following expressions 
2 = a
2
; 3 + !. ow3 + 1 cfw~ v W3 or r cl' ;z ae (ll) 
' . 
- 16 -
Equation (JJ) is reduced to.a. 
2 ~ Ai oos(pt + 61)oos(ne + 62 >[n(n-1) J (!t) V Wj 
r2 n a 
+ !. ! Jn+l (!!:) - !: Jn(!!:) + n J n (!!:) 
r a a a2 a ~ . a . 
".'.':1" : ·~· - ! ! J 1(!!:) 
r a n+ a. - n2 J (!!:~ ~ na 
~ - A1 cos(pt + 61)cos(ne + 62) [5 JnC!£>J 
Differentiating ()4) with respect to •r•s 
SUbstituting ()2) and (J5) in (29) we gets 
. 
()4) 
r!l Jn((!:ar) A - (!!:~ Lr - i"n+l a ~ 
- ! Jn+1(!!:>J - n2(1- \I) J (!!:) 
a a rJ n a 
Using equation (J6) and by inspection we could write 
equation (29) ass 
()6) 
Vr = D cos(pt + 61 )cos(ne + 62) A [{~ + n
2(l-\l)j·· r~ J (!£) 
1 a2 r2 r n a 
- 1 Jn+1<!!:>} - n2(1-v) Jn(J!!:)1 + A2 [{- ~ 
a a rJ a J ;'2' 
+ n
2(l-\l) ~ !! J (i~r) _ !l J 1 c1!r) r2 J r n a a n+ a 
, .. 
Let 
.. 17 -
• n2(1- vl J ( 1tr~ + AJ [fa SG2 + n2( 1- v!} {!! y ( !!:) 
rJ n a ~ l ~ r2 r n a 
- I Yn+1(!£) - n2(!j \)~ Yn(~)] + A4 [ . - ~ 
+ n2(1- v) 
r2 
_ n2(1-v) 
rJ 
~ Hz\l)(1!r> _ :! aJi;f (i!r> 
H(l)(i@r)l 
n a :J 
.01( ",n,IJ) = [,2 + n2(1-vU [ nJn(tl) - t)Jn+1(tl)] 
()?) 
- n 2 (n-v)Jn0t> ()Sa) 
12(v,n,IJ) = [,2 + n2(1-v)] [nYn(P) - tlYn+1Un] 
- n2(1-v)Yn(l3) ()Sb) 
~J(v,n,111) = [-112 + n2(1-vU [nHJi1>(1t)) - 113aAtl<1,D 
-n2( 1-v)HA 1 ) (it)) ()Sc) 
By substituting equations (J8a), (J8b) and (J8c) 1n (J?) 
for shear at the outer edge we obtains 
(Vr>r=a = ~ cos(pt + •1)cos(n8 + •2) [A1f 1(v,n,J) 
+ A2~1(~ 1 n,1J) + A3~2 (v1 n,9) 
+ A49J ( v, n, it)~ 
Proa .equation (J?), -shear at the inner edge is1 
[n cos(pt 
n
2 (1- ·"] 
o2 
_ n2(1- )f 
. oJ 
+ 61 )cos(ne+ •2U A1 [ ~ + 
[!! J (~) - ! Jn+1<~)l c n a a a ~ 
()9) 
. ' _,_ ---·- ·-·~--·-- ~......~- -- . --. -- -~ . 
·-----------.~-,.............._ 
.. 18 -
• D cos(pt + 61 )cos(n® + 62 ) ~ Ai [!~c2 
+ n2(1-'-'] [nJn<!-2,> - ~ Jn+l(~>J 
1 + A4f 1 
(40) 
Simplifying (40) using (J8a), (J8b) and ()80) we gets 
(Vr>r=c = D cos(pt + 61 )cos(ne + 62 ) ~ [A1g1('V,n,~) 
+ A29'1( ~n,!@ 0 ) + A_J.02( v,n,!-2,) + A4-DJ( v,n,i@0 )] (41) 
Using equation (lJ) let us evaluate the deflection at outer 
and inner rad11s 
(W)r=a = oos(pt + 61)cos(ne + 62 ) 1 [AiJn(lt) + A2Jn(111) 
+ AJYn (t.l) + A4H~ l) ( 1ti >] ( 42) 
(W)r==c = cos(pt + 61 )oos(ne + 62 ) [AiJn(.!£) + A2Jn(1@0 ) a a 
+ AJYn(~) + A48Jil)c1fc>] (4J) 
) 
' .... t' 
i I I 
· - 19 -
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS POB A CIRCULAR PLATE HINGED AT 
INNER AND OUTER EDGES AND THE ASSOCIATED FREQUENCY 
DETERMINANT FOR ANY NORMAL MODE 
The boundary conditions ares 
l. (Mr>r=a = 0 --------- Equation ( 26) = 0 
2. (W)r=a = 0 -~·------- Equation (42) = 0 
). (Mr>r=c = O --------- Equation (28) = O 
4. (W)r=c = O --------- Equation (4J) = 0 
J 
Prom above, we obtain the following equations• 
;·2 cos(pt + 61)cos(n8 + 62) [A1F1( -v,n,ji) + A2P1(\) 1 n,1~)~ 
+ A3P2 ( -v, n, J) + A4P3( \11 n, 1J >] a: 0 ( 44a) 
oos(pt + 61)cos(n8 + 62) [A1Jn(P) + A2Jn(1J) + AJYn(J) 
+ A4Ht1 > (1ti)] = 0 (44b) 
0
2 cos(pt + 61)cos(nl + 62) rA1P1( -v,n,IJ!) + A2P1(\l,n,ill) a t a a 
A3P2( \l,n,~) + A4P3 ( \l,n, 1!0 >] = O (44c) 
coa(pt + t1)ooa(ne + 62) [AiJn<!,2-> + A2Jn(!f~> + AJYn<!:2,> 
+ A4H~1 )(~~q)J • 0 (444) 
- 20 - / 
Por nontr1vlal solutions of A1 , A2, AJ, aild A4, the deter-
minant having the coefficients of these constants as its 
elements must be equal to zero. 
Thu.a, ·the general frequency equation given below 1a obta1ned1 
r(,)= Jn(it) Jn(1J) Yn(-) I41 > (lit) = 0 
F1 ( \), n,12.) 
a 
P1(\) 1 n,lli.) 
a 
F2(\J,n,!2.) 
a 
P3(\J,n,lli) 
a 
Jn(~) J (lli) n a YnC~) a(l)(lli) n a 
1 .• ' " 
•, 
,-- _:.1.....i-·~·,.,";.' 
(45) 
I 
- 21 -
BOUIDARY CONDITIONS PORA CIRCULAB PLATE HINGED AT THE 
OUTER EDGE AND FREE AT THE INNER EDGE AND THE 
ASSOCIATED FREQUENCY DETERMINANT 
FOR ANY NORMAL MODE 
The boundary conditions ares 
1. (Mr)r=a = O --------- Equation (26) = O 
2. (W)r=a = O --------- Equation (42) ~ 0 
). (Mr)r=c = 0 --------- Equation (28) = O 
4. (Vr)r=c = 0 --------- Equation (41) = O 
Prom above, we obtain the following equat1ons1 
~ cos(pt + 61)cos(ne + 62) ~ 1F1(v,n,•> + A2P1(v,n,1,) 
+ A3F2('v,n,13) + A4,P3(v,n 1 1,u = 0 (46J) 
coa(pt + 61)cos(n8 + 62) [AiJn(J) + A2Jn(1') + AJYn(P) 
+ Al,.H! 1 ) ( U~ ~ == 0 ( 46b) 
~ cos(pt + 61)cos(n8 + 62) ~ 1P1(v,n,~) + A2P1 (v,n,1!9> 
+ A3F2(\11n,!2,) + A4F3(v,n, 1£0>J = O (46c) 
D cos(pt + 61)cosjn8 + 62) LJ [Ai"i(v,n,1£) + A2~1(v,n,!!g,) c a a 
+ A)fl2( v,n,~) + A41l.3( v,n, lf0 >J == O ( 46d) 
'I· . . 
• 
.. 22 -
The trequenoy equation tor thia case 1a given bys 
·, 
f ( 9) = = o ( 47) 
F1(v,n,!,£) F1(v,n,!@c) F2(v,n,~) FJ(v,n,!fc> 
\.· 
- ·r I 
- . -,• -·~---- ·~-;,..-- - -,,_ .. .., ·~ 
- 2) -
METHOD OP SOLUTION 
The general frequency determinant for the case of an 
annular plate simply supported at the outer edge and simply 
supported or free at the inner edge, ls given by the equa-
tions (45) and (47) respectively. The frequency deter-
minant ls evaluated for a particular value of n(correspond-
ing to a mode with "n" nodal diameters)~ and v. The roots 
of the determinant are obtained by using CROUT'S method (see 
sample calculation). The lowest root 1s the frequency cor-
responding to a norm.al mode with •n• nodal diameters and no 
node circle (S=O). The second root corresponds to the case 
of n nodal diameters and one node circle (S=l). Thus, by 
finding the roots of the determinant the frequency corres-
ponding to a mode with •n• nodal diameters and •s• node 
circles is obtained. For various values of £, value of -
a 
corresponding to the mode of no node circle, zero and one 
nodal diameter were obtained and are tabulated (see results). 
By using the relation ~ 4 = p2~~a4 the natural frequencies are 
o.btained. 
- 24 -
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RESULTS 
I (a) The frequency determinant for the plate of uniform 
thickness, simply supported at inner and outer edges, ls 
given by the equation (45). 
(b) The bending natural frequency of a circular plate 
simply supported at inner and outer edges corresponding to 
the.case of no node circle, zero and one nodal diameter, for 
various values of i , is given below assuming \J to be 1/J ( see 
Figure 2) a 
r. 
tr I (S=O ,n=O l @(S=0 1n=lJ 
o.o J.57 3.99 
0.1 J.80 ~.09 
0.2 4.20 4.JB 
o.J 4.59 4.?9 
o.4 5.32 5.55 
0.5 6.JO 6.59 
o.6 7.89 a.19 
0.7 10.50 10.90 
o.a 14.80 15.00 
. .. ·- -- - . ·------.--.,..,... ... :._._·_ -::" 
i 
:_._.l.' 
!' ·-
!,·~;·J.;· 
~( 
,,: 
',':( 
,~.' 
·.···~~: __ ;·· .. _ .. .;,. 
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II (a) The frequency determinant for the plate ot uniform 
thickness, simply supported at the outer edge and free at 
the ·inner edge is given by the equation (47). 
(b) The bending natural frequency of circular plate 
simply supported at the outer edge and free at the inner 
edge corresponding to the case of no node circle, zero and 
nodal diameter, for various values off is given below 
assuming v to be 1/J (see Figure J)a 
C 
• I( S=0 8n=Ol l(S=O,n=lt 
o.o 2.2JO J.?J 
0.1 2.212 J.?2 
0.2 2.175 ).60 
o.J 2.160 ).4? 
o.4 2.180 ;.41 
0.5 2.245 J.J9 
o.6 2.)80 3.50 
0.1 2.620 
· J.75 
o.a 3.071 4.lJ 
0.9 4.195 4.89 
. "' .... -·- ·- .. \ ..... 
'/ 
. . ' 
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DISCUSSION 
Figures 2 and 3 show the variation of the natural bending 
frequencies (for n=O and 1) of an annular plate as a function 
of i· In the case of simply supported inner and outer edges, 
the frequency increases with the increase of i and the dif-
ference between N=O and 1 ls small. No node diameter fre-
quency approaches the one node diameter frequency with the 
increase of£. The frequencies for~= Oare finite and the7 a a 
tend to infinity as & • 1. 
In the case.of an annular plate simple supported outer 
edge and inner edge free, the frequencies drop first and 
then increase with the increase of&• This behavior is due 
to the following reasonss 
Natural frequency of a circular plate without a hole 
has a finite radial moment at the center. But when the 
plate has an infinitely small hole at the center, the radial 
moment 1s z~ro. The constraint at the center is removed by 
making a small hole at the center, thus reducing the fre-
quency. But when the dimension of the hole increases, there 
is a tendency for the frequency to increase due to the reduc-
• ing of the annular area of the plate. The latter effect over-
comes the former with the increase of f . But in the case of 
a hinged plate at inner and outer edg-es, since the moment is 
·· ~"'.,aero at the center for both the solid and annular plates, the 
i 
I 
I 
. 'i 
i 
l 
:i 
l j 
t 
I 
I 
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frequency increases with the increase of!. The trequenoy a 
tor N=l is much higher than that of N~O unlike the former 
case (simply supported inner edge) where they are very close. 
The difference reduces with the increase of£ like the plate a 
with the inner edge simply supported. Just like the former 
case the frequencies, for the plate with the inner edge free 
for~= O, are finite and tends to infinity as f ----• 1. 
-
'-i J ,,,•IL \ 
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SAMPLE CALCULATION 
In order to explain the method of obtaining the eigen-
values of the differential equation, a sample case is 
worked out belows 
Let us determine the fundamental natural frequency of 
a circular plate (simply supported at the outer edge and 
inner edge free) for the case of i = o.J and v = 5. By sub-
stituting~= o.J, v =~and n = 0 (no nodal diameters so as 
to obtain the lowest natural frequency) 1n (47), equation (48) 
is obtained. It is to be noted that (48) is a function of, 
only. The value of~ corresponding to the case of a plate 
without a hole is known (approximately 2.2J). Based on this, 
various values of~ were assumed viz. 2.0, 2.15 and 2.2. For 
these values of~ the equation (48) was evaluated (see Tables). 
By Crout's method (see Appendix) the auxiliary matrices were 
evaluated. The value of~ which makes the product of the 
diag.onal terms of the auxiliary matrix zero, is the solution 
to the frequency equation since the product of the diagonal 
terms of the auxiliary matrix is the value of the determinant 
of the original matrix. The actual calculation for the above 
case is shot·m in the next few pages. The above procedure was 
repeated for J2 cases viz.~= 0.1, 0.2,· O.J, o.4, 0.5, 0.6 1 a 
0.7, o.a, for n = o, 1 and for two boundary conditions. 
·--~ 
ii 
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The frequency equation tor this case is given by 
f(J) 
I 
,- \ 
r1(v,n,!@0 ) 
Rl1(v,n,i!c> 
,.r- •• ·•·•·• 
1: O (47) 
By using equations (25) and (J8) let us evaluate equation 
(47) for the case of n = o, ~ = o.J and v = j. 
P1rst Bows 
P1 (j,o,,) 
P1(,,0,1J) 
P2(,,o,,) 
1 F3(j°,0,1f) 
Second Rows 
.. 
= ,2Jo<•> - J • J1<•> 
= -•2J0 (1•> - ! UlJ1 (1J) 
= j2Yo(J) - ; •Y1<•> 
= _,2~1>c1•> + J ,af1>c1,> 
... 
' . 
- )0 -
Third Rows 
P1 <j,o,1 .JJ) s - T6"o" J2J 0(1 .JJ) - !1 J1(1 .JJ) 
P2<j,o, .JJ) = ~ ,2Yo(.JJ) - J Y1(.JJ) 
1 F2(j,0,1 .) .. ) = - ~ t 2H~1 )(1 .JJ) + ! Hil) (1 .)f) 
Fourth Rows 
. 111 <j,o, .JJ) l ~ ·~ [- • JJJ 1 ( • JJ ~ 
f61 <j,o,1 .J8) = Ifto' ~2 ~ J1(~) J 
f62<3,o, .J•> = -2.... 2 100 fj r • JJY1 ( • JJ ~ 
1 9J2(1,0 1 1 .Jt> - 1 rtrr ,i2 ~ .JJHf 1) (1 .).~ -J 
Thus, the following determinant is obta1ned1 
- )1 .. 
== 0 (48) 
A41 
where 
A11 = ~2Jo(J) - J JJ10t~' A12 = [•2Jo(Ul) - j 1JJ1(1J~. 
A13 = ~2Yo(P) - j JY1(J~, 
A14 = f1, 2H~1>c1J) + j JHf1 >c1,], 
A21 = ~o<•~· A22 = ~0<1,], A23 = ~o<J~. A24 = ~ a~1 >(ulB, 
A31 =~ fi2Jo{.JJ) - ! J1(.JJ~, A32 =t" ~ ,2Jo(1.JJ) 
- ~ J1(1.JJ~. 
A33 = ~ J2Yo( .JJ) - ! Y1 ( .)J~, 
A34 = E ~80 ,2u~1>c1.JJ) + ! af1>c1.Jtj, 
A41 = ~ J2 [- ~ J1(.JJij , A42 = ~ J2 [1.JJJ1(1.JJ], 
A4) = ti2 r • Ji) ~ • 
A44 = ioo • 2 [H' Hf 1> (i.JJ~ 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
5 • 
6. 
a. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
lJ. 
14. 
- )2 -
TABLES 
v = 1, £ = O.J, n = O 3 a 
" 
i 2.00QOO 
I I 
.J~ = O.J x (1) 0.6000;0 
£ fJ = ~ X (1) J J 1.JJJJ' 
j(•J,)= Oo2 X (1) o.40000 
,
2 
= ( 1) X ( 1) 4.00000 
...2.... , 2 = Oo09 X (5) 100 0.36000 
27 .J - X (2) 0.21600 1000 ti - (6) 
' 
Jo(f{)) 0.22390 
Jo(oJIS) 0.91200 
Jo(itl) 2.28000 
Jo(ioJJ) 1.09200 
J1(@) 0.57670 
J1 ( 0 JJ;) ', 0.28670 
··- '"" 
iJ1(i0J,) 
-1.59060 
2.15000 2.200(\b 
o.64500 0.66000 
. . 
l.4JJ20 l.46670 
0.4JOOt> o.44000 
"' 
, 
4.62250 4.84000 
o.41600 o.43560 
0.268)2 0.28750 
0.1J8J3 0.11040 
0.89866 o.a9400 
2.53560 2.62900 
10106?0 1011190 
0056260 Oo5560ro 
0 • .30602 0.31240 
-1.82800 -1.91400 
- )) -
l?. Yo(o)f;}) 
18. 1H~1 )(153) 
19. 1Hb1 )(1.Jf) 
22. Hf1)(11.') 
2) .. H!1)(1.)f) 
24. Fi(')= (5)x(8)-(J)x(l2) 
-0.JlJ?O -O.JJ960 -O.J48JO 
0. 51040 0. 52020 -0. 52080 
-0.30850 -0.25255 -0.23590 
0.07251 0.06030 0.05683 
o.49500 o.45945 o.44840 
-0.10700 -0.02481 0.00150 
-1.26000 -1.18469 -1.16100 
-0.08904 -0.07J25 -0.06869 
,'! 
-0.82940 -0.75090 -0072700 
0.12660 t -0.1668'9 -0.28115 
25. F1(1,) = (5)x(l0)-(J)x(l4) -6.99925 -9.10092 -9.91710 
26. F2(J)=(5)x(l6)-(J)x(20) 2.18426 2.44018 2.51847 
27. 1F2(1J)=(5)x(l8)+(J)x(22) -0.40876 -O.J8409 -O.J?581 
28. P1(.J,)=(6)x(9)-(4)x(1J) 0.21J64 0.24225 0.25197 
29. P1(1.JP)=(6)x(ll)-(4)x(l5) ~0.26764 -O.J14J6 -O.JJ109 
JO. F2(.JJ)=(6)x(l?)-(4)x(21) 0.39294 o.40J94 o.4oaoa 
31 •. 1P2(1.Jt)= (6)x(l9)+(4)x(2J~ -0.50996 -0.51402 ~0.51520 
'ii 
. ... - . ~_.:._,-=-· ··:,. •.,\ ' 
I ·I•,, 
.- -•L ---.C-•.••• ... ~, ~ - ·"••-> _,.__. ....... c,,'~• ........ -
. ,___ _
_
 .__ s· -~--'••-·"-'- • -------- .......... ____ • 
)2. 'i(.J~) = -(7)x(lJ) 
Product of diagonal in the 
matrix 
.. )4 -
-0.06193 -0.08211 -0.08982 
-0.06776 -0.09112 -0.10014 
0.27216 O.J1788 O.JJJ50 
0.17915 0.20148 0.20901 
0.2449J 0.01960 -0.10676 
~. 
',[ 
- JS~ 
llat.rix for @ = 2.01 
0.12669 
--6.00025 2.18426 
-0.40876 
-s.09106 
0.22)90 2.28000 0.51040 0.07251 J.08681 
0.21J64 
-0.26764 0.39294 -0.50996 -0.17102 
-o. 0619J 
-0.06??6 0.27216 0.17915 0.32162 
Aux111~rl ftatrixs 
0.12669 
-55.24704 17.24090 -J.22646 
--40.23252 
0.22390 14.64981 -0.22866 0.05426 0.82560 
0.21J64 11.53534 -0.65275 o.68413 1.68414 
-0.06193 
-J.48921 0.54205 
-0.20217 1.00000 
Product of the Diagonal Terms=+ 0.2449J 
·1atrix for @ II: 2.121 I 
-0.16689 
-9.10092 
0.1J8JJ 2.53560 
0.24225 
-O.J14J6 
-0.08211 
-0.09112 
Auxiliary Matrixs 
-0.16689 54.5)240 
0.1J8JJ -5.00787 
0.24225 
-lJ.52480 
-0.08211 4.38650 
2.44018 -O.J8409 
0.52020 0.06038 
o.40394 -0.51402 
O.J1?88 0.20148 
-14.62150 2.J0145 
-0 ... 50776 0.05151 
2.92135 0.128JO 
l.J4460 o.ooaoJ 
~roduct of Diagonal Teras • 0,01960 
-1.21172 
J.25451 
0.18219 
O.J461J 
4).21240 
0.54376 
l.128JO 
. . . 
0.99940 
·- :,6 -
@ = 2. 201 
-0.28115 
-9.91710 2.5184? -0.)7581 
-8.05559 
0.11040 
-2.62900 0.52080 o.0568J ).)l?OJ 
0.25197 
-O.JJ109 o.4oaoa 
-0.51520 .. 0.18624 
-0.08982 -0.10014 O.)JJSO 0.20901 0.35255 
Auxiliary Matr1xs 
-0.28115 J5.27JJ4 
-8.95774 l.))669 
-28.65228 
0.11040 
-1.26518 
-l.19JJO 0.07172 
-0.12158 
0.25197 
-9.21891 
-8.JJ5?6 0,02289 1.02289 
-0.08982 J.06811 J.19009 0.03600 1.00006 
Product of the Diagonal Terms= - o.106z6 
The value of~ which makes the product of the diagonal 
terms of the auxiliary matrix (value of the determinant of 
the original matrix) zero was obtained by drawing a graph 
of product of diagonal terms vs, ~ (see Figure 4). This 
was found to be 2.16 1n this case. 
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APPENDIX 
SOLUTION OF FREQUENCY DETERMINANT BY CBOUT'S METHOD 
Check column 
Determinant of the Matrixs 
Let the Determinant ot Auxiliary Matrix bes 
t Bow= 01 
E Row= c3 
t Row-= 04 
cl 2 
cl 4 
I 
f 
I • 
'•:,-/·,.,.:::;:.:--cc•,'o-~~-·-·J ;;_ ____ ___,.-..,-, .... • 
.. JI -
where 
. ' 
I 
l 
•12 •13 8 14 l 01 A11 = •11, A12 = a 'A13 = , A14 • , c = ---11 all 8 11 1 8 11 
A.21 = •211 A22 ~ ~22-A21A12• A2J = (a23-A21A13) Al, 
22 
A24 = (a24-A21A14) A~
2
, c~ = (02-A21ci) l 
~22 
A31 = 8 Jl• A32 = (a32-A31A12), AJJ = (a3:rA31A13-A32A23), 
AJ4 = (a34-A31A14-A32A24)Xl • )) 
l _ ( l 1) 1 03 - c3-A31c1-AJ2C2 , 
A33 
A41 = •41, A.42 = (a42-Alf.1A12>, A4J = (a43-A41A13-A42A23), 
-•.. 
~4 = (a44-A41A14+~2A.zJr'°'4i~;~l, 
ck= 1 (c4-A41of-A42c}-A4,3clJ) 
J\44 -
.. J' 
~ ' 
• 
~," ' 
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Upon graduation 1n 1956 from Government Engineering Col-
lege, Bangalore, India, he joined the Indian Institute of 
Science, Bangalore, India, for his graduate studies and com-
pleted Masters• degree 1n Aeronautical Engineering (M.E.) in 
1958. 
After six months ot practical training in an Aircraft 
tactory he joined Gasturb1ne Research Centre, Kanpur, India 
(Ministry of Defense) 9 as a research engineero He was awarded 
The Byllesby Research Fellowship in the department of Mechanics 
of Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. He 
Joined the department in September, 1959. 
He married Miss Sundarimani c. Agrahara in 1959 in India. 
He joined Curtiss Wright Corporation, Wright Aeronautical 
D1v1s1on as an Asst. Project Engineer in Stress & Vibration 
department in June 1960 and is presently working as Project 
Engineer in the same department. 
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